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About Turner Broadcasting

Turner Broadcasting is a TimeWarner Company
9000+ employees across the globe
Headquartered in Atlanta, GA
Global media reach, creating and distributing content across a 
range of audiences and platforms

NBA.com

- The common belief is that User-Generated Content 
(UGC) is free. You set up a site (or add components to 
your existing site), your Users come and do their thing, 
and they create meaningful content which attracts 
other Users. The content is created either directly by 
Users saying something, or indirectly through 
interaction with content from other users (“Like This”, 
ratings, email to a friend, etc.).



Defining “Social Sites”

A working definition:
A site that includes content created or modified by its Users

User Profiles & Personalization
User Comments
User Uploads / Submissions
User Ratings & Recommendations
Friend Referrals
Groups & Mailing Lists

Based on this definition, most consumer-facing sites
will have at least some social components
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The Promise of User-Generated Content

Free content with a bonus
Common belief is that User-Generated Content (UGC) is free, we 
don't have to pay them for it
Users come and do their thing, and they create meaningful content 
which attracts other Users
Content is created either directly by Users saying something, or
indirectly through interaction with content from other users 
This leads to Users to increased Engagement and Loyalty

We will examine...
Is the content really Free?
What other costs are involved?
How to minimize Costs
What revenue streams are created?
How to adjust to this new business model
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Why Site Operators want to go Social

From the Editor’s perspective
increases in User session frequency & User engagement
improved content relevancy
more content you don’t have to pay to create

From the General Manager’s perspective
increased session frequency   =  more Ads  =  Revenue
improved relevancy  =   higher CPMs =  Revenue
free content   =  Editorial Costs

The Bottom Line
More Revenue
Lower Costs
Increased Profits

Site owners often move into the Social or Community space 
in the belief that lots of free content will be a boon to 
their revenues and profits. While there are certainly a 
number of success stories, this move means a 
fundamental shift in your business model, and comes 
with a range of costs and considerations that need to 
be taken into account. When managed properly, and 
with the right focus on balancing new costs against 
new revenue streams, you’ll find your site producing 
richer, more relevant content with more satisfied, loyal 
Users.



The hidden cost drivers:
Additional Software Systems

- Spam Blocking
- Profanity Filtering
- Consider an external Service Provider for this  (Hint: it’s NOT CHEAP!)

Moderation
- Keep comments on-topic, relevant
- Keep flaming down 
- Requires full-time headcount for all but the simplest sites

Hardware & Network
- Storage
- More Application, email & Search Servers
- Network Bandwidth

Watch out for Video
- Negotiate with your CDN providers ahead of time, to make sure you aren’t 

driven out of business when someone uploads a massively popular video

But Is the Content really Free?

- However, as you soon find out, cost creeps into the system in several 
ways. What you thought was going to be a bonanza of free new content 
to drive usage and revenue, turns out instead to be a drag on your 
business in several ways:

- Additional Software Systems – Think you can keep up with the 
spammers, or just with filtering the profanity from your site? Think again. 
You’ll almost certainly need to subscribe to a service to handle this for 
you. (Hint: it’s NOT CHEAP!)

- Moderation – Someone needs to sit and read or watch all the posts, to 
keep flaming down and make sure comments stay on-topic. In practice 
on large sites, this can require several around-the-clock headcount, to 
respond to problems quickly and keep posts under control. (Again, more 
costs.) 

- Hardware & Network – Along with all that “free” content, comes the 
need to store and serve it. You’ll need bigger search servers, more 
application & email servers, and a whole lot more bandwidth and disk 
space. If you’re doing User-submitted video, you’re really on the 
bleeding edge: you may have to negotiate with your CDN providers
ahead of time, to make sure you won’t get driven out of business when 
someone uploads a massively popular video.

- Editorial Direction – When your editorial staff wrote all the content, it 
was easy to decide when something was stale. You’d archive it, and 
move on. With UGC, you have to constantly fight to maintain editorial 
direction. Think that Britney story is dead yet? Think again, four hundred 
more posts just came in this morning. If this gets away from you, your 
site won’t retain the unique character that drew your Users in the first 
time, and they won’t stay long.



What does it take to support User Comments on articles?
24x7 Monitoring

- Identify & Prioritize relevant comments

- Keep the discussion on-topic

- Suppress Spam

- Suppress Rants

- Suppress Flaming

The Typical Moderator
- Will cost you $15-30/hour, or $30-60K/yr

- Can handle ~200 comments/hour

- On a large site, might require several staff
to coordinate posts across categories

- Consider tradeoffs in skills -- would you
rather invest in Moderators, or in
Content Producers?

Examining Comment Moderation
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Editorial Direction
Whose “voice” does the site represent?
What's important, relevant?
When do you archive a story and move on?
What's the balance between produced editorial content and UGC?
How do you avoid alienating some formerly-loyal Users?

Site Brand & Vision
How do you retain the unique character of your site?
Does the site's Vision change over time?  If so, who decides?

These shadow costs will drag on your business, if not 
managed properly and proactively!
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Site Analytics
The first step is to have good site analytics in place
Look for patterns of high usage by category, and follow the click-
threads of your site’s “Power” Users
Understand which content is likely to influence your revenue more 
than your costs
Don’t over-moderate lightly-used content
Tailor your Editorial production to lean toward Power Users...
...but don't let them hijack your Vision
Let other users follow them

Cost Control Step #1



Adjust your CMS to present content appropriately
Balance Costs with Revenue
Use different templates, to present different ad densities
Expose content in the appropriate revenue context
For the “near” end of the Long Tail, it’s okay to use the current 
publication and advertising model you’re using now. 
Manage revenue differently for the “far” end of the tail:
- For rarely-visited content, serve more ads, to keep up with the 

incremental cost of storing that content longer

Cost Control Step #2



Possible new Revenue Streams
Turn “notification” emails into a revenue stream (targeted ads)
Use relationship or transactional emails as a marketing channel to 
cross-promote other services or content
Engage strategic partners with “preferred” membership programs to 
monetize your user base
Evaluate new ad sizes / formats for different content types

Compensating with Incremental Revenue

Get creative on this before you start bringing on the 
content, so that you’ll always view each new piece of 

content as incrementally profitable



Monetizing your transactional emails

Transactional emails
Routine List Feed
Activity Alerts
Account update or change
Confirmation of a posting



Shorten the feedback loop
Editorial staff may need to adjust categories or content placement 
daily, to account for the latest breaking commentary
Consider appointing a “Customer Council” to steer you on trends
Site operations staff need to be on top of any problems, to deploy 
hardware and services promptly where needed

Examine UGC pages on an incremental P&L basis, frequently
Does it cost more to keep & serve, than it’s worth?
Is some content becoming irrelevant, and never being viewed/used?
If so how do we find and eliminate it?

Changing your Production Process



There *is* opportunity
Community and Social components can lead to a better audience
- Bigger
- More engaged
- More loyal
There are opportunities to add new revenue streams, leveraging UGC

Costs need to be examined and managed
Direct costs (People, Gear, Services) will probably increase
Shadow costs may tie you down, distract you
- Editorial direction & execution
- Site Brand, Vision may get distorted

The Big Takeaways
Costs can be controlled and paired with new revenues to offset risk
You WILL need to adjust your business practices, to avoid losing 
control of costs and direction

Summary
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